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Oxford University Press, United Kingdom, 2014. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language:
English . Brand New Book. The relationship between spirituality and healthcare is historical,
intellectual and practical, and it has now emerged as a significant field in health research,
healthcare policy and clinical practice and training. Understanding health and wellbeing requires
addressing spiritual and existential issues, and healthcare is therefore challenged to respond to the
ways spirituality is experienced and expressed in illness, suffering, healing and loss. If healthcare
has compassionate regard for the humanity of those it serves, it is faced with questions about how
it understands and interprets spirituality, what resources it should make available and how these
are organised, and the ways in which spirituality shapes and informs the purpose and practice of
healthcare? These questions are the basis for this resource, which presents a coherent field of
enquiry, discussion and debate that is interdisciplinary, international and vibrant. There is a
growing corpus of articles in medical and healthcare journals on spirituality in addition to a wide
range of literature, but there has been no attempt so far to publish a standard text on this subject.
Spirituality in Healthcare is an authoritative reference on the subject providing...
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Reviews
I actually started reading this article ebook. I have got read and so i am certain that i will going to study once more yet again in the future. I am just very
happy to inform you that this is the finest publication we have read in my personal lifestyle and may be he finest ebook for ever.
-- Mrs. Clotilde Hansen II
I just started looking over this ebook. I could possibly comprehended everything out of this published e publication. You are going to like the way the
author compose this publication.
-- Giles Vandervort DDS
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